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Resource Investing in a Transforming World 
 
Throughout 2021, we’ve heard many stories of how the pandemic has changed how we live our lives, whether it’s how we 
interact with each other socially, or where and how we work. These changes generally fall into two camps; they’re either 
expected to remain in place longer term or they’re coined ‘transitory, which has become synonymous with shorter term. 
There’s no shortage of commentary about how the pandemic accelerated change in companies adopting technology to 
mitigate the effects of the pandemic, but there are many more examples and we want to highlight some of the changes that 
we expect to impact the resources space going forward, whether it’s inflation and its effects, the demand for metals, the 
effects of the lack of capital spent in hydrocarbons or the rapid shift towards renewable energy.  
 
Gold 
The gold market has finally picked up after watching the fundamentals move more and more in favour of gold, and the gold 
market acting like a jack-in-the-box with a delayed reaction.  The confusion probably stems from the fact that investors 
constantly have their eyes on the US Dollar index (DXY) and feel if it is not moving in the right direction.  However, the DXY 
is merely measuring one currency against a basket of other currencies. If all currencies have similar monetary polices, then 
the cross-exchange rates are meaningless against gold. Nevertheless, what’s got gold going now are the inflation numbers.  
People are waking up to the rhetoric from six months ago calling inflation “transitory” and, in fact, there is no such thing as 
“transitory inflation”, there is just “inflation”. CPI numbers came in a 0.9% month-over-month, and 6.2% year-over-year, well 
above expectations. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) yields dropped below -1% and that is also an important 
positive fundamental for the gold price being on the move. The surge in inflation will keep real rates ultra-low. Elena Duggar 
at Moody’s was quoted, “Real interest rates will remain at historically low levels for the next several years.” 
 
Inflation does appear on the move. Not only from a response to monetary policy around the world, but supply chain 
disruptions, chip shortages and rising fuel prices are all working through the system.  We were told that the semiconductor 
shortage would be over by year-end. Year-end is only 6 weeks away and seeing the shortage resolve itself is unlikely.  
However, nobody told us which year-end they were talking about come to think of it. The inflationary forces are affecting 
everything at the moment, and people are waking up in shock. For all of the jittery coffee drinkers out there, wait until they 
realize coffee futures have surged from about $1.25/lb to about $2.25/lb over the past year. Our favourite gold economist, 
Martin Murenbeeld at Capitalight Research, is projecting gold above US$1800/oz for year-end 2021, and around 
US$1900/oz one year out, with a caveat that his bullish scenarios may not be bullish enough. 
 
Metals  
It’s been a volatile year for industrial commodities, which has been the underlying theme we’ve seen in markets. There’s a 
robust global recovery and an inflationary environment. That adds up to really strong demand. At same time, we are 
experiencing supply constraints and bottlenecks which results in a very tight market for commodities. Another thing impacting 
the resource markets is geopolitics, including growing tensions between China and the rest of the world. This has already 
had material impacts on commodity markets, with an example being in coal markets when China banned imports of 
Australian coal. This has had a massive impact on coal prices in Asia, and globally. Eventually, markets will work through 
that supply shock but in the meantime the rest of the world is trying to lessen its dependency on China. We see this 
specifically in raw materials and metals, with things like rare earths metals being a great example.  
 
Another theme worth mentioning is the global shift to green energy which is happening faster than the market anticipated. 
We see that reflected in metals that are essential to electric vehicles, and the larger electrification of energy markets, like 
lithium, rare earths and even cobalt. Going forward we’re watching the trend as it evolves and positioning the portfolio to 
benefit. In terms of our favorite metals right now, there’s a few we think are worth highlighting. One is copper, and we’ve 
talked about it for a long time. We always saw a deficit emerging in the long term, and the short-term fundamentals are also 
improving right now. We know that there’s strong demand in the global economic recovery, electric vehicle adoption has 
been very strong, and energy prices and outages have affected smelting and taken a lot of metal out of the market. What 
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was a tight market has become even tighter. Another one we like is uranium. The creation and success of the Sprott Uranium 
Trust, which buys physical uranium in the market, has created a new buyer that has really had a positive impact on both the 
commodity and the equity market in the short term. At the same time, we see the longer-term fundamentals improving. For 
example, we see China investing an incredible amount to build nuclear capacity. We’re also starting to see uranium viewed 
more as a green metal, and this has been very positive for uranium equities.  
 
Energy 
When a lot of people hear ‘energy’, they tend to think about either legacy hydrocarbon energy or renewable energy. We 
believe there is opportunity in both, and we need to think about all forms of energy to meet global demand as we work 
through the energy transition over time. World energy consumption is expected to grow by 50% out to 2050 and the demand 
will be met through legacy hydrocarbons as renewables continue to grow in usage. While we’re seeing the effects of the 
economic recovery from COVID in energy markets now, we also have longer term tailwinds driving growth such as economic 
growth, rising living standards in developing countries and an increasing global population. Over the next decade there will 
continue to be growth in hydrocarbon demand as we build out renewables to effect the energy transition.  Renewables are 
the area with the highest growth and are expected to be the most used energy source by 2050.  
 
On the path to a net zero carbon economy, it’s renewables that will power the electrification that we need to move forward 
and decarbonize many parts of the economy.  Buildout of solar and wind will be beneficial, but we need the ability to store 
this intermittent generation in order to make renewables a larger part of the baseload power. Until we can build this storage 
in scale (batteries, hydrogen, other technologies) we still need things like natural gas and nuclear to provide baseload 
electricity. Electric engines for transportation and materials handling are a growth area, but oil is still required for certain 
forms of transportation and petrochemicals, at least through a reasonable energy transition timeframe. With advancements 
in technologies like carbon capture and storage and methane monitoring, we can do in such a way that we can continue to 
meet the Paris Climate Change Agreement and COP26 goals.  
  
From an investment perspective, we’re able to be tactical between legacy energy and renewables as this transition to 
renewables takes place. The lack of capital spending to increase supply in the face of demand increases provides us with 
our outlook on strong oil and natural gas prices going forward.  We expect legacy energy companies to be solid cash flow 
generators using it to reward shareholders through buybacks and dividends.  As a balance, we look to clean energy for 
growth with the major themes being electrification and decarbonization. Currently, our largest exposure is on the 
electrification side and one example where we see a lot of opportunity is solar. US President Biden recently stated he wants 
the US to be generating 45% of their power through solar by 2050; it’s 4% now. We’re focused on the profitable and growing 
parts of this industry.   
  
We are at a unique point in time for resources that looks to last until the end of the decade or better.  Legacy hydrocarbons 
and minerals remain in demand but are experiencing high prices due to lower supplies. Renewable power generation is 
growing quickly and consumes other minerals. Inflation is caused by this growth and gold is the balance. In our resource fund 
we are able to capitalize on all of these opportunities.   
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